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**General Duties Branch**

The following Flying Officers (Acting Flight Lieutenants) are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):


**Medical Branch**

The following Flying Officers are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- C. G. Stowell, F. E. Horsfield.

**Auxiliary Air Force**

General Duties Branch

The following Flying Officers are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- C. G. Stowell, T. E. Horsfield.

**Equipment Branch**

The following Flying Officers (Acting Flight Lieutenants) are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- R. H. Harris, to No. 48 (G.R.) Squadron, Eastchurch, 19.9.38.
- E. M. Drummond, to R.A.F. Station, Halton; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.
- W. R. Donkin, to Home Aircraft Depot, Hedon; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.

**Accountant Branch**

The following Flying Officers (Acting Flight Lieutenants) are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- R. H. Harris, to No. 48 (G.R.) Squadron, Eastchurch, 19.9.38.
- E. M. Drummond, to R.A.F. Station, Halton; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.
- W. R. Donkin, to Home Aircraft Depot, Hedon; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.

**Accountant Branch**

The following Flying Officers (Acting Flight Lieutenants) are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- R. H. Harris, to No. 48 (G.R.) Squadron, Eastchurch, 19.9.38.
- E. M. Drummond, to R.A.F. Station, Halton; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.
- W. R. Donkin, to Home Aircraft Depot, Hedon; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.

**Accountant Branch**

The following Flying Officers (Acting Flight Lieutenants) are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- R. H. Harris, to No. 48 (G.R.) Squadron, Eastchurch, 19.9.38.
- E. M. Drummond, to R.A.F. Station, Halton; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.
- W. R. Donkin, to Home Aircraft Depot, Hedon; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.

**Accountant Branch**

The following Flying Officers (Acting Flight Lieutenants) are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- R. H. Harris, to No. 48 (G.R.) Squadron, Eastchurch, 19.9.38.
- E. M. Drummond, to R.A.F. Station, Halton; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.
- W. R. Donkin, to Home Aircraft Depot, Hedon; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.

**Accountant Branch**

The following Flying Officers (Acting Flight Lieutenants) are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant (June 1):

- R. H. Harris, to No. 48 (G.R.) Squadron, Eastchurch, 19.9.38.
- E. M. Drummond, to R.A.F. Station, Halton; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.
- W. R. Donkin, to Home Aircraft Depot, Hedon; for duty as Engineer in charge, 19.9.38.